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Board chair calls out high-ranking faculty

Health centers’
relocation to
require staff,
budget growth
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CHLOÉ SORVINO
NEWS EDITOR

The decision last week to move the
health and counseling centers to the

There’s a lot of bullying
here. There are things
that happen here that would
get you kicked out of fourth
grade. And it’s intolerable.

rounds of budget increases and new hires
as the University anticipates a surge in
appointments.
With appointments already in high
demand at the University Counseling
Center and Student Health Service, GW
has slowly boosted funding for new hires
Peter Konwerski said both centers will
likely need another infusion of money to
bring in new clinicians after the centers
gain several hundred square feet in their
new Marvin Center location.
“We’ve been spending a lot of time
looking at the anticipated increase in volume,” Konwerski said in an interview.
“We’ve gotten a lot of support from the
provost and president. We’re planning to
make sure we’re really prepared for the

NELSON CARBONELLL | BOARD OF TRUSTEES CHAIR

jointly run by UCC director Silvio Weisner and SHS director Isabel Goldenberg
after moving next spring, will also need
an updated call-in appointment system
to accommodate the demand. Konwerski
said he did not yet know what funding
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Board of Trustees chair Nelson Carbonell, middle photo, spent six months meeting with more than 600 faculty members, and said at a Faculty Senate
meeting Friday that lower-ranking professors told him their voices have been suppressed by the minority of tenured professors at GW.
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After months of student lobbying to
make the services more accessible, the
University announced the centers would

NEWS EDITORS

W

sors who do not have lifetime appointments.
“There’s a lot of bullying here. There
are things that happen here that would get
you kicked out of fourth grade. And it’s

professors has been largely unchecked for
years, tipping the University’s balance of
power and feeding a culture of inferiority
among the three-quarters of GW profes-

Senate on Friday. “We have heard over
and over again that research and clinical
faculty feel like second-class citizens.”
Carbonell said the stark imbalance
between tenured and non-tenured professors surfaced during six months of meet-

ithin the University’s core of
3,889 faculty, there is a minority group with enough
power to pressure deans out

promotion decisions.
The leader of the Board of Trustees
told a group of GW’s highest-ranking fac-

ings in which he heard from about 600
professors.
In about three weeks, Carbonell will
return to the Faculty Senate – a group of
about 30 professors elected by tenured

bookstore last week. Student Associa-

set of recommendations to better balance faculty power. Those proposals will
likely spark a debate as faculty leaders are
forced to decide how and whether to limit
their own power.

tive K Street locations, which are about
a half-mile from GW’s largest freshmen
residence hall, deter students from seeking help.
Weisner said the number of appointment requests at the counseling center
has grown by about a quarter each of
the last two years, and he said he expects

See FACULTY Page 5

See HEALTH Page 3

Young alumni at center of gentrification dilemma
COLLEEN MURPHY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

When 2010 alumna Greta Twombly
started apartment-hunting in D.C., she did
what hundreds of GW students do after
getting their diplomas: move to a rowhouse
in a cheaper neighborhood close to new
shops, bars and friends.
A wave of relatively high-earning re-

Taste of tourney
has Colonials
gunning for more
SEAN HURD
CONTRIBUTING SPORTS EDITOR

RALEIGH, N.C. -- The Colonials aren’t moving on in the
NCAA Tournament, but head coach Mike Lonergan and
his team have returned to Foggy Bottom knowing they
earned the second-best thing: respect.
“That’s what we were coming out here to do,” graduate student Maurice Creek said after Friday’s 71-66 loss to
No. 8-seeded Memphis, “to gain the respect from everybody, because that’s what we felt like we didn’t get.”
But the underdog will quickly become a conference favorite. After becoming one of the most-feared teams in the
Atlantic 10 and building a small buzz nationally, the Colonext fall with unusually high expectations.
GW has the pieces to continue its upward climb: a
strong core of four sophomores who have made leaps in
See BASKETBALL Page 8

like 14th Street, U Street, Adams Morgan
and Navy Yard, contributing to one of the
quickest population upswings of any city
in the country. But that rapid movement
has also threatened the city’s lower-income
residents who can’t pay rent or mortgages
when there are sleek new apartments, hip
ramen restaurants or bars around their
homes.
“The joke is, every time you walk out of
your house, a new bar or restaurant is opening up,” said Twombly, who added that she
was concerned the Shaw neighborhood she
lives in would soon lose its charm.
As neighborhoods across D.C. develop,
city leaders have rushed to make sure more
protections are in place. Mayor Vincent
Gray pledged an additional $100 million
the District speech two weeks ago, just after
the D.C. Council passed a bill to eliminate
property taxes for low-income elderly residents who have lived in the city for at least
20 years.
ma. Rent prices doubled between 2000 and
ing units decreased by half, according to the
D.C. Fiscal Policy Institute.
The institute also reported last week
that the bottom 20 percent of city residents
earned an average of just $9,900 per year –
far less than the $85,000 needed annually to
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Forward Patricio Garino is one-fourth of the sophomore core, which
will become standout team leaders next season.
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High-earning college graduates have moved into areas like H Street, which have seen rapid growth of
new bars and restaurants, but a loss of diversity in some of D.C.’s oldest neighborhoods.

The joke is, every time you walk out of your house, a new
bar or restaurant is opening up. GRETA TWOMBLY | Alumna
support a family of three in the District.
Cities across the country have made
velopment that force out small businesses
and low-income longtime residents. A Philadelphia program lets homeowners reduce
their assessed home value for tax purposes
and another in Detroit cuts property taxes
by up to 20 percent.
Foggy Bottom’s Council member Jack
Evans, who has spent more than two de-

Call Now or Order Online (202) 337-1000

cades promoting development across the
restaurants, more grocery stores and safer
neighborhoods – outweigh the consequences.
“We’re doing more than any city in the
country to protect low-income people,” Evtrol policies and property tax caps.
Parisa Norouzi, executive director of

www.mannyandolgas.com

$3 off your first online order

1641 Wiconsin Ave, NW
Washington, D.C. 20007
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Kevin Bacon, one-half of the Bacon Brothers Band, played at Lisner Auditorium on Saturday as part of a Stand for the Troops
concert. In an interview with The Hatchet, he described the duo’s musical style as “kinda folksy, kinda rock.”
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Two students carrying an outdoor chair and a
Hall lobby. When confronted, they said they had
Referred for disciplinary action
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JOSÉ ANDRÉS
NAMED
COMMENCEMENT
SPEAKER
A celebrity chef known for
activism and philanthropy
will send off the Class
PG UIF6OJWFSTJUZ
announced Tuesday.

2

SOPHOMORE
FINAL FOUR
3
ACCUSED OF
SUPERDORM
MASTURBATING
NAMES
GW has narrowed
IN GELMAN
down the names for
The student said officers
questioned her and looked
through the history on her
computer before deciding it
was a false accusation.

WORTH QUOTING

Subjects barred

UNLAWFUL ENTRY
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Case closed

was subsequently arrested.
Subject arrested
–Compiled by Benjamin Kershner
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I think going to GW, I had the
same mentality that a lot have
– Northeast and Southeast is
terrifying, and I’m a white boy from
Ohio who would never have any
reason to go there.
CHRIS ZARCONI, BHSBEVBUFXIP
OPXMJWFTJO)4USFFU/PSUIFBTUBOE
has seen rapid revitalization of his
neighborhood

its newest residence
IBMM5SJDFOUFOOJBM)BMM 
%JTUSJDU)PVTF 6OJWFSTJUZ
$PNNPOTBOE6OJUZ)BMM

WATCH
ONLINE

VISUALIZED

(8TGJSTUBOOVBM%BODF.BSBUIPO
SBJTFENPSFUIBO GPSUIF
$IJMESFOT/BUJPOBM)PVTF
Video by Ana Cvetkovic
& Surya Greer

THIS WEEK

Monday, March 24

Tuesday, March 25

Social Inequality

Delete Blood Cancer: Swab
Your Cheek

Learn more about social inequality
from economic experts including
Jared Bernstein, the economic
adviser to Vice President Joe Biden.
+BDL.PSUPO"VEJUPSJVNtQN

)FMQ$BNQ,FTFNåOEBCPOF
NBSSPXNBUDIGPSBZFBSPMECPZ
with a rare blood disease.
Multicultural Student Services Center
3PPNt/PPO

Wednesday, March 26 Thursday, March 27
Growing Cities – D.C.
Environmental Film Festival

Watch a film about how food is
grown and distributed in this event
sponsored by Chipotle.
.BSWJO$FOUFS"NQIJUIFBUFStQN

So You Think You Want To Live
in D.C.?

)FBSGSPNBMVNOJBCPVUXIBUJUTMJLF
to stay in D.C. after graduation and
hear tips about what they wish they
had known.
.BSWJO$FOUFS3PPNtQN
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Fraternities learn
to step in to stop
sexual assaults
BRANDON LEE
HATCHET REPORTER

In shadow of $275M new building,
engineering dean strives to justify costs
This is the third in a series of

CHLOÉ SORVINO
NEWS EDITOR

When

David

Dolling

in Tompkins Hall in 2008,
he had to become one of the
chief advocates for GW’s
most expensive construction
project ever, the $275 million Science and Engineering
Hall.
as leader of the engineering
school, Dolling came to a Faculty Senate vote on the future
of the controversial project
with professors behind him
porters, faculty recall.
He set out to prove to his
colleagues “that the decision
that was made was a right
one.”
“When people think GW,
they think policy, internationpeople think GW, I want
them to think international
So that’s our goal, and I think
it’s doable,” Dolling said.
Dolling had earned the
vision about how to grow
the School of Engineering
and Applied Science into its
massive new building, which
stretches a block wide.
Dolling took the helm

of the University’s 130-year
old engineering school durGW history that the program
wasn’t an afterthought. With
the building springing up as
an attraction for new hires
and donors, he’s brought in
nearly 50 professors, quadrupled fundraising and more
than doubled the school’s endowment to $21 million.
“We’ve been, as an engineering school, trying to prepare ourselves to be worthy
of this fabulous building,”
Dolling, 63, said.
he’s had to make tough calls
and settling department politics. His biggest challenge has
been to justify a cost that’s
been questioned by faculty
leaders who believed it was
too expensive for a politicsfocused institution – but he
thinks that will change.
The $275 million building has come up short on
fundraising to cover the cost
of construction. With the
slow pace of donations, GW
has lowered its fundraising
expectations from $100 million to less than $75 million,
with the rest coming from
debt payments and federal research subsidies. The
pressure will mount over
the next year as GW strives
to pull in donations before
the building opens and

the chances for donations
drops.
The school was ranked
No. 90 for best undergraduate engineering programs in
the country by U.S. News &
World Report this year, fallous year.
Dolling’s legacy will likeulty focused on upping the
vost Steven Lerman said. Last
year alone, research spending
grew more than 40 percent.
“Of his many accomplishments, that one will
have the longest enduring
impact because those are the
people who will become the
school’s foundation,” Lerman said in an interview.
By the time the Science
and Engineering Hall opens,
about half of the school’s tenured faculty will have spent
Board of Trustees chair
Nelson Carbonell said Dolling has lured top-tier research
faculty with the promise of
the building’s opening.
“It’s one of the big assets
he had to sell. He’s used that
people,” Carbonell said. “Just
the fact that we’re building
it has helped us hire people
who would have never come
here – and it’s not even done
yet.”
Dolling is a mild-man-

nered British transplant who
has lived in the U.S. for most
of his adult life. He grew up
in a quiet town on the south
coast of England, where most
of his neighbors were retired,
and then enrolled at the University of London to study
aerospace engineering.
Before coming to GW,
he also spent 25 years at the
University of Texas at Austin,
where he served as an associCharles Garris, a professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering who has
spent nearly 30 years at GW,
said Dolling has inspired
even the older faculty to embrace the school’s new vision.
“His goals are aggressive
yet reasonable, and he has
the faculty and engendering a
sense of teamwork within the
school,” Garris said.
In line with his love of
airplanes, Dolling said he
always gives prospective
faculty and students this
advice: “When you join any
organization, the organization itself can either be doing three things: It can be
going down, it can be going
horizontal or it can be going
up,” he said.
“And there is only one
place of those three that
you want to be, and that’s
the one that’s going up.”

said they want students
to understand that if they
observe a potentially dangerous situation and don’t
take action, no one else
might either.
“Getting the girl out
of the situation is the top
priority. Reprimanding the
perpetrator is all secondary,” CADE’s program
coordinator Emily Kane
said during the session
Wednesday. “Just doing
something small and subtle can change the course of
a situation.”
Sexual assault education has become a larger
part of Greek life with the

training because fraternities are more likely than
other student organizations to face charges of
sexual assault.
ognize that their community needs the education to
occur because statistically
speaking, beyond GW, nationwide and anywhere,
the Greek community is
more susceptible to having
sexual assault perpetrated
within it,” Scott said.
Peer pressure on college campuses across the
country can discourage
students from speaking up
or intervening, said Mike
Dilbeck, the national bystander intervention expert
who wrote the guidelines
for GW’s training program.
“There’s bullying, hazing and abuse, all kinds of
unhealthy behaviors. They
persist because the silent
majority is not being the
vocal majority,” Dilbeck
said. “If we all join together, we’re not in the minority that we sometimes we
think we are.”
–Colleen Murphy
contributed reporting.
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David Dolling has spent five years trying to grow the engineering school to fit the soon-to-open $275 Science and Engineering Hall.
The 63-year-old aerospace engineer was hired in 2008, one of the first times in GW’s history that the school was not an afterthought.

Nearly a dozen Beta
Theta Pi members sat inside their townhouse last
week as one of GW’s alcohol education specialists explained the warning
signs of sexual assaults –
and how to step in to stop
them.
Through skits and
videos of potential assault
scenarios, the men talked
about how to intervene
without worrying about
being judged or resented
by their friends. The bystander intervention program was created by the
Center for Alcohol and
other Drug Education this
semester, and has taken
place in at least three Greek
chapters so far.
At the end of the twohour session – which was
created for all students, not
just Greek members – the
brothers took a pledge to
step in if they see sexual
assault or harassment on
campus.
“One of the messages
was that you don’t need
to be doing this big grand
gesture to be a intervener,”
Beta Theta Pi president
Matt Zahn said.

help of Students Against
Sexual Assault, and could
become a requirement at
all new-member orientation sessions this fall, said
Peyton Zere, president of
the Interfraternity Council.
Police have investigated at least four alleged sexual assaults in GW fraternity houses over the last two
years, including an incident
in October 2012 at Beta’s
22nd Street townhouse.
City police also investigated an alleged sexual
abuse at Tau Kappa Epsilon’s townhouse in March
2013 and two alleged abuses that reported at Phi Kappa Psi’s Townhouse Row
housing in August 2012.
Matt Scott, president
of SASA, said more Greek

One of the messages was
that you don’t need to be
doing this big grand gesture
to be a intervener.
MATT ZAHN
President of Beta Theta Pi fraternity

For next deans, fundraising trumps other qualifications
ground fundraisers with
mixed success. But deans’
duties have been stretched
as they deal with pressures
from Rice Hall and some try

HATCHET STAFF WRITERS

When
accomplished
academics with hopes of becoming GW’s next dean of
the business or law schools
come to campus over the
next few weeks, they’ll need
to tote much more than research or management credentials.
They’ll also have to convince faculty committees
and top administrators that
they can fortify tuition revenue and coax tens of millions of dollars from donors.
“I hope that somebody is
asking the people around the
table who have given millions of dollars to the institutions, ‘If this person asked
you for money, would you
say yes?’” Board of Trustees
chair Nelson Carbonell told
the Faculty Senate on Friday.
“I think if the answer to that
is no, we probably have the
wrong person.”
With declining applications threatening tuition revenue in the GW Law School,
budget pressures in the GW
School of Business and an
upcoming likely $1 billion

tion. The next leaders of the
law and business schools
will both take over after
considerable
controversy
uprooted their predecessors.
the law school moved to
a position leading online
education in the provost’s
against him in late 2012.
Doug Guthrie faced similar
uprisings during his tenure
in the business school, and

HATCHET FILE PHOTOS

In Duques Hall, home of the GW School of Business, the next dean will deal with an uncertain budget
future. The incoming deans of the law and business schools will need to bring financial chops.

University-wide fundraising
dean searches will be punctuated by green question
marks.
Groups of faculty, students and administrators
will spend the next few

lead the schools.
Deans have been required to spend at least 50
percent of their time funyears.
“We have a system today
where the dean looks like
an academic appointment,

and it’s not an academic appointment. It’s more than
an academic appointment,”
Carbonell said. “The deans
really are the ends where
the rubber meets the road in
fundraising.”
The academic leaders
have become boots-on-the-

last fall after he overspent
the college’s budget by $13
million.
The next business school
dean will need considerable
budgeting and managerial experience to steer past
pressures, search committee
chair Murat Tarimcilar said.
“The next set of conditions are there, but it’s up to
them to come and meet with
us and get us excited about
themselves,” he said.
Tarimcilar said the committee hopes to bring candi-

After move to Marvin, administrators plan centers’ growth
From Page 1
even more requests next
year. Walk-in requests
also skyrocketed nearly
200 percent over the last
year.
He has said that the
center needs at least six
more offices for new clinicians to hold individual

sessions, another large
room to hold group sessions and a larger waiting
room to accommodate the
flood of walk-ins.
Weisner said they will
also look into changing
the walk-in structure, increasing group counseling
options and increasing the
number of doctors in its

referral network.
Julia Susuni, president
of the Student Association
who led lobbying efforts
to move the offices to campus, said higher traffic
would be a sign students
are more aware of what
resources they have – improving campus health
overall.

The SA “will continue
to engage in a conversation with the administration to make sure that they
are equipped to handle
the traffic,” Susuni said.
Goldenberg, the head
doctor at SHS, which
sees about 22,000 visits a
year, said the new location would give the center

more opportunities for
outreach and prevention.
SHS and UCC’s office
space leases are likely up
soon, but officials have
declined repeatedly to
comment on when the
leases would need to be
renewed.
–Eva Palmer
contributed to this report.

dates to campus starting the
second week of April.
James Bailey, a management professor and member
of the search committee, said
candidates ranged from rising stars without experience
at the dean level to those
with nearly a decade of experience as a dean.
“The proven person is a
safer choice, but do they introduce the energy and the
innovation [of] the rising
person?” Bailey said. “It’s
kind of the same question
on the other side. Maybe less
safe, but do they have the
personality or the drive?”
In the No. 20 law school,
the next leader will decide
how the college will handle
a steep decline in applications. The law school’s acceptance rate jumped from
29 percent to 42 percent this
year.
Roger Schechter, chair
of the law school search
committee, said candidates
would continue coming to
campus through mid-April.
The entire law school faculty
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didates for GW’s top administrators to select a dean at
the end of next month.

We’ve gotten
a lot of support
from the provost and
president. We’re planning
to make sure we’re really
prepared for the high
traffic in both spaces.”
PETER KONWERSKI
Dean of Student Affairs
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Reelect an incumbent or
vote for new blood?

8IBUUPDPOTJEFSXIFOWPUJOHGPS%$TOFYUNBZPS
District voters will elect the Democratic nominee for mayor in seven
days. In a race centered around education, economics and alleged corruption, incumbent Mayor Vincent Gray
is locked in a tight race with Council
member Muriel Bowser, according to
a recent Washington City Paper poll.
Even if you’ve only paid tangential attention to news surrounding
this election, you know one issue has
trumped all: Gray’s alleged ethics violations.
Federal investigators have accused Gray of knowingly taking
$668,800 from an illegal shadow campaign that contributed to his 2010
man in charge of the illegal fund, has
already pled guilty to conspiracy.
Gray’s campaign has aggressively denied his knowledge of the illegal fundraising, that hasn’t stopped
him from losing favor with the D.C.
media. In February,
The Washington Post
endorsed
Bowser,
writing that the scandal “strike[s] us as
close to disqualifying.” The Current
newspaper
chain,
widely
respected
in D.C., rescinded
their endorsement of
Gray, saying that allegations against him
made the editorial
board “rethink” their
decision.
While we will
not endorse mayoral nominees, we
urge GW voters and Foggy Bottom
residents to look deeper into the issues than just the concerning allegations levied against Gray.
tions, which would put the city’s leadership in upheaval if Gray is indicted.
But the gravity of the issues our city

people will be able to graduate from
college and get a good job and be able
to buy a home here,” she told The
Hatchet. “The next mayor has to be
very intentional about having policies
that will grow the middle class.”
It’s reassuring to see a viable mayoral candidate empathize with pervasive student concerns about employment. If Bowser is elected, we hope
to see more tangible ideas on how to
generate jobs for the 84,000 alumni
who call the District home, east of the
river and across the entire city.
Bowser also hopes is to create a
deputy mayor position to focus on
income neighborhoods east of the
Anacostia River, like education and
job growth. The idea has been well-received by residents in that area of the
city, which has the highest unemployment in the District.
Gray, too, has focused on the
economy in stump
speeches. He’s pointed out that the unemployment rate has
dropped to 7.4 percent
age points lower than
it was when he en-

Even if you’ve only
paid tangential
attention to news
surrounding this
election, you know
one issue has
trumped all: Gray’s
alleged ethics
violations.

quire wider examination from voters
than just looking at one issue.
D.C. has served as a stage for a
raging debate about charter schools
school education.
Gray should be applauded for
vastly expanding access to public
education for young children. D.C.
spends more per student than any
state, and the city has maintained that
standard while enrolling more than
6,000 students in pre-kindergarten for
Looking forward, the mayor has
proposed dedicating $100 million to
education in his second term to ensure
that progress doesn’t slow. But Gray’s
earned him praise from the Obama
on early childhood education.
Bowser’s focus incorporates college students, a crucial segment of the
District’s population that usually goes
unnoticed because they often don’t
vote.
“There’s real anxiety that young

As the city continues to grow, budgeted tax revenue has
increased by nearly $1

year 2015. Granted,
how much of this success can be attributed to the mayor
is doubtful. The same numbers Gray
touts in his speeches are heralded by
Council member Jack Evans, who

“What makes the disappearance of Flight 370 an unusual
news story is the lack of a simple, compelling narrative.”

T

Women’s sports funding is
a victory GW can celebrate

here may not be much to console grieving
Colonials fans after an emotional 71-66
loss to Memphis on Friday.
But take comfort. GW would march
ship in an alternate universe where wins are deterwomen’s sports.
Mother Jones magazine published a mock
bracket last week that pits universities against
each other based on who spends the biggest share
of its athletics budget on women’s sports. The rePresident Barack Obama’s.
GW spent about 15 percent more last academic year on its 13 women’s sports than it did for the
11 men’s programs, according to the Department
of Education.
With that spending level, GW walloped its
which only spends one-third of its men’s sports
budget on its women’s teams. The Colonials advanced through this imaginary tournament all the
way to the national title game, where they lost to
American University.
While a win for GW in the real NCAA Tournament would have been nice, scoring high in this
imaginary bracket means the University could
garner national attention for its athletics while
keeping its priorities in the right place.
It means the administration is making equality a focus, even when few of its competitor schools
with richer athletic programs are doing so.
There’s no comparison between the sports
budgets at GW and Memphis, of course: The latter shells out almost three times more on its men’s
nials men’s hoops.
But get this: The two schools spend almost exactly the same on their women’s basketball teams,
with both coming in at just over $2 million a year.
Memphis, like many other big state schools,
touts a massive football program that rakes in revenue for the school, allowing it to spend widely on
other programs.

revenue.
Perhaps Gray’s biggest success
story as mayor has been has the city’s
improved security. His collaboration
with police chief Cathy Lanier has
yielded skyrocketing popularity for
keeping the city safe.
Though homicide numbers

Granted, Memphis spends more per student

Robin Jones Kerr
Writer
of its athletics budget. But it doesn’t matter if a
female athlete at Memphis is getting more funding than a female athlete at GW. That’s comparing
apples to oranges.
What matters is that a female athlete at Memphis is getting a third of what goes to a male athlete there.
Female athletes need to be guaranteed the
same opportunities that males take for granted,
and the only way to do that is to fund their activistudents were only allowed to use 30 percent of
the study rooms in Gelman.
Naysayers might argue that female athletes
don’t deserve the same amount of funding as their
male peers because women’s sports don’t bring in
the same revenue. But that’s not the fault of women in college sports.
more inclined to watch men play than women. But
it’s something that will change over time thanks to
political actions like Title IX, the landmark piece
of legislation that required equal opportunities for
men and women at schools, especially in athletic
programs.
es with important implications for equality of all
rather root for. We wouldn’t give male students
priority registration in the engineering school just
because we as a society were still more comfortable with graduating male engineers.
Head coaches for men’s teams at GW make 45
percent more than their female peers. That’s a
massive gap for the athletics department to close
in the coming years.
Schools can’t compromise funding for womthat’s what’s happening at schools like Memphis,
where women’s sports receive just a third of what
men’s do. Against the competition, this is what
GW is doing right, and it’s what we should celebrate.
–Robin Jones Kerr, a junior majoring in
journalism, is a Hatchet opinions writer.

Graduates send Commencement
speaker back to the kitchen

part after the Navy Yard shooting in
as 88 in 2012, a sharp decrease when
compared to 132 the year before he
He’s experienced some concerning setbacks, however. The
police union shied away from endorsing Gray in light of the shadreluctance to negotiate a new law
enforcement contract. Instead, they
chose Council member Tommy
Wells, sitting in a distant fourth
place, who argued that he is the
only candidate who hasn’t accepted morally hazy corporate donations.
Even on security, Gray’s alleged legal violations threaten to
derail his path to victory. That’s unfortunate given that real progress
has been made.
But even mayors who strengthen a city can dig their own graves.

by Jay Fondin

GW must focus on helping black male students graduate

A

dministrators will spend
the next few months poring over data to pinpoint
how to raise GW’s 81
percent six-year graduation rate.
Though above average nationally,
the number sits below most of its
cern at a University trying to raise
academic standards.
In this pursuit, GW must be
conscious of the the group of students graduating at the lowest rates

granted, as it is not unique to this
campus. But we can’t just accept this
as a failure of our society.

One in three black men who enroll at GW as freshmen do not earn
degrees after six years. The six-year
graduation rate for black men who
started college in 2006 was only 66
percent, according to recent data
about the entire student population
in the NCAA.
Many take this discrepancy for

males,” Danica Brown, president of
the Black Student Union, told me.
When comparing GW to other
schools, the situation seems particularly dire. The black male graduation rate at Boston University is 84
percent, according to NCAA num-
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Sydney McKinley
Writer

take responsibility for this issue and
make it a priority.
“In terms of my own friends,
don’t come back from one semester

rate. Plus, there is no gap between
the overall graduation rate and the
grad rate for all black males at the
peer university.
While mentorships are supported through the Multicultural
Student Services Center, and various student organizations like the
Black Men’s Initiative, students said
that these services are underfunded
When black students walk into
class, they “rarely see someone
[they] can connect with,” David
Myers, president of the Black Men’s
Initiative at GW, told me. He said he
was unaware that the MSSC even
The problem, MSSC director
Michael Tapscott said, is more complex than just a matter of racial identity. It’s because “there are additional challenges related to transitioning

to college for groups historically
underrepresented in higher educageneration [students] and students
from lower socioeconomic groups.”
The responsibility to address
these historical and cultural plights
should fall on all of us, not just the
MSSC.
Brown pointed out that “in
general, professors are going to
feel weird reaching out to students
of color in particular, because they
don’t want to single them out.”
centrated resources, GW can
close the gap. Just look a few
miles down the road.
Washington and Lee, a small
school in Lexington, Va., was
graduating approximately 90
percent of its white students
while the graduation rate of

black and Latino students fell to
63 percent in 2007.
In response to this, the school
put dramatic changes in place,
ing peer-mentoring programs
and by supporting communitybuilding events, including its
2013, the school graduated the
same proportion of minority students as it did white students.
Graduation needs to not be
viewed as the exception, but the
expectation. We can’t continue to
let minority students fall through
the cracks, excusing the unnatural phenomenon as inherent to
the system.
–Sydney McKinley, a junior
majoring in sociology and political
science, is a Hatchet opinions
writer.
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Board chair’s remarks sets off review of faculty power
From Page 1

This is about
a culture at
GW where some faculty
think shared governance
means that faculty
should have the final say
on all important issues.

More than just changes to
faculty code

DOUG GUTHRIE
Former GW School of
Business dean

''

The power to run out deans

Gentrification dilemma in D.C.
incites debate over values
From Page 1

[Twenty years
ago] the most

prominent features of
the neighborhood were
prostitution and drug
dealing.
TIM CHRISTENSEN
Logan Circle Community
Association President

–Cory Weinberg
contributed reporting.

Culture
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THE

SCENE
THIS WEEK

WE THE KINGS

‘DOUBT, A PARABLE’

DALEY

The band, known for alternative rock
hits “Check Yes Juliet” and “We’ll
Be a Dream,” is on a nationwide tour
before heading to Warped Tour this
summer.

The Pulitzer Prize-winning play, made
popular by the movie adaptation
featuring Philip Seymour Hoffman
and Meryl Streep, will be performed at
Georgetown University.

British singer-songwriter Daley
brings his R&B and soul sound
to the 9:30 Club along with
Travis McClung, a Texas pop
artist.

9:30 Club
March 26, $20

THIS WEEK IN GW HISTORY

Davis Performing Arts Center
March 27, $18

9:30 Club
March 28, $20

March 28, 1993:
Student Association senators make the first proposal
for a smoke-free GW campus.

#FIJOE1SPHSBN#PBSET
QJDLGPS4QSJOH'MJOH
EMILY HOLLAND
CONTRIBUTING CULTURE EDITOR

3) Jay Sean isn’t as much of a “throwback”
as you think
Although Jay Sean may seem reminis-

Spring Fling creation process:
1) Coachella and Sweetlife festivals caused
scheduling hiccups.
When choosing an artist, Jon Carfag-

ERICA CHRISTIAN | PHOTO EDITOR
Cirque du Rouge, a tattoo parlor on H Street, used to aggressively vie for customers among a small
group of tattoo enthusiasts in D.C. But in recent years, the city’s appetite for body art has grown.

Jay Sean’s latest album, “Neon,”

4) Senior Haile Supreme could make it big

Rising demand for ink brings
together once-warring body artists
EMILY HOLLAND &
CAILLEY LAPARA

the last 30 years into this mul-

HATCHET REPORTERS

Corporation. The senior is continuing a muCarfagno hopes that the Spring Fling

Cirque Du Rouge, a
three-story tattoo parlor in

his momentum after performing at last

2) There was a push for female artists.

District shops.
While tattoo shops across
compete for a small custom-

a breach of contract.
against GW’s majority-female campus.

USED UNDER CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE

illustrators, so there’s a bet-

Not only has the interso has the clientele.
Tattooing is an art form

she has a client looking for a

''

by The Hatchet.

business because there sim-

I could tattoo a paper
clip on you and if
you say your paper
clip means growth,
then guess what that
paper clip means?
Growth. It’s whatever
you want.
CYNTHIA RUDZIS

of clients’ tattoos that are
tattoos more popular in plac-

Tattoo artist and shop owner

young, reckless college stutattoos” or rebelling against
their parents. Thirty-six per-

comes at a price.

palms.
enemies than associate artists.

ular client’s requests.
Doyle, an artist at Jinx Proof
Tattoos, say that D.C. is his

pecially in the professional
sector.

“There’s a really interesting mix of people from lots of
ent’s character.

staggering number of profesits, though far from D.C.,
are experiencing similar
“There are tattoo magacountry, there are national

say your paper clip means
that paper clip means?
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MERCHANTS
PAGE

To place a classified ad,
go to gwhatchet.com and click on
CLASSIFIEDS in the upper right corner.
For all other ads, email
ads@gwhatchet.com
or call 202-994-7682.

MERCHANTS

Run your ad on this page in a business card size.

Full color for
$75/week
To participate contact our advertising sales
department at

(202) 994-7682

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Deadline: Wednesday, 4pm for next Monday’s issue
Up late nights? Need EXTREME ENERGY and
mental clarity? Try Purple Tiger Gone Wild! All
natural! Call or text. 1-540-280-5458

Solution
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is not
guessing or math involved,
just use logic to solve.

Sports
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THE

GAMES
CRUNCH

Summer at gw
ON CAMPUS Ř ONLINE Ř ABROAD

summer
smarter
Thursday, April 17th

KOGAN
PLAZA
1 – 3 pm

summer
april
fair

Explore summer offerings
Learn more about
special summer programs
Summer housing and career services
will also be in attendance
Ice cream, t-shirts, and
other giveaways (while they last)!

summer.gwu.edu
gwsummer@gwu.edu
Rain date: Friday, April 21st from
1 – 3pm, same location
.

WOMEN’S WATER POLO

After being swept in their first
Atlantic 10 series of the season,
the Colonials will look to continue
the season turnaround that saw
them win 10 of 15 games.

Coming off a two-week break from
competition and almost a month
away from the Smith Center, GW
hopes to gain momentum before
postseason play.

vs. Massachusetts
Saturday tNoon and 2 p.m.

OF THE WEEK

NUMBER

SOFTBALL

76

vs. Harvard
4BUVSEBZt/PPO

The number of points scored by the women’s basketball team in their
WNIT second-round victory over Villanova. The Colonials are now 22-0
this season in games that score more than 70 points.

GW takes down Villanova to
continue postseason run
NORA PRINCIOTTI
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Villanova only led once in
Sunday’s WNIT second-round
game, but the Wildcats wouldn’t
seem to go away. Until, that is,
magic number 70 did it again for
the Colonials.
After going 21-0 this season
when scoring 70 or more points,
GW pulled away Sunday after
sophomore Jonquel Jones’ free
throw made it 70-62. From there,
it was all desperate fouls from Villanova and successful free-throws
for GW, giving the Colonials the
76-66 victory.
“I think you look at that at
the beginning of the game and
you know that if you’re in that
[70-point] range you’re more in
our type of tempo then you are
playing in a Villanova kind of
pace game,” head coach Jonathan
Tsipis said. “Villanova, besides obviously being a very good team, is
very hard to prepare for because
they just play a very different
style.”
GW's season will continue in
a third-round WNIT game against
South Florida in Tampa, Fla. on
Thursday at 7 p.m.
In Philadelphia on Sunday, the
Colonials dominated the boards
52-31, led by Jones who grabbed
11. The Colonials outscored the
Wildcats 18-11 in second-chance
points and had four players finish
in double figures in scoring, led by
19 points from graduate student
Danni Jackson.
GW's rebounding has helped
carried the team to success, but despite out-rebounding the Wildcats
by five in the first half, Jones and
freshman Caira Washington were
without an offensive rebound.
“Before the second half started, coach Tsipis pulled us two in
and he told us that we didn’t have
any offensive rebounds and he
challenged us to get on the boards
and work harder to try to get
those rebounds,” Jones said. “That
was one of the biggest things that
helped us to be more aggressive.”
Tsipis’ intervention worked
as the tandem of Jones and Washington would end up with seven
combined offensive rebounds in
the second half.
“You get an offensive rebound
you will get a high, high percentage shot and it will be a knife in
Villanova’s side,” Tsipis said.
Those high percentage shots
helped GW avoid falling into a
one-possession game, although
Villanova kept hanging around.
Both teams would struggle
shooting the ball, the Colonials at
39.1 percent and the Wildcats at
37.9. Katherine Coyer paced Vil-

HATCHET FILE PHOTO CAMERON LANCASTER | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

Junior guard Chakecia Miller goes against two defenders in GW’s WNIT secondround win over ECU last Wednesday. The Colonials take on South Florida next.

GW 76, Villanova 66
Key Players:
Danni Jackson: 19 points, 6 assists
Jonquel Jones: 16 points, 11 rebounds
Third round: at South Florida (20-12)
Thursday, 7 p.m.
lanova’s offense with 15 points off
2-4 shooting from beyond-the-arc.
While the Wildcats nailed
eight three-pointers, they were
unable to get into a real offensive
groove and were thrown off balance by GW’s size.
“I don’t think they strung
threes together. They obviously hit
some throughout the game, but I
didn’t feel like that part of where
it can be really deflating when
they hit a couple in a row,” Tsipis
said. “I don’t think we ever went
through an offensive lull.”
Along with Jackson’s 19
points, Jones scored 16 and junior

Chakecia Miller and graduate student Megan Nipe each scored 13.
Both Jackson and Miller would
also add six assists.
With the exception of two
points from sophomore Alexis
Chandler, all of GW’s scoring
came from the starting five and
“super-sub” Megan Nipe. Tsipis
kept other players on the bench to
focus on individual matchups that
would limit the Wildcats’ productivity.
“We never really got nervous
or anything, we were really mellow and just executed the game
plan,” Jackson said.

Lonergan: GW won’t be ‘one-hit wonder’
From Page 1
maturity, a returning head coach
best recruiting class in Lonergan’s
tenure.
After taking advantage of low
expectations entering this season,
next year will bring a whole new
set of conditions. Now that they
have respect, it’s time for the Colonials to be an annual contender for
the big dance.
“I told the guys after the game,
we don’t want to be one-hit wonders,” Lonergan said Friday. “We
want to get back. Our guys have
it’s tough to make it in the tournament. We’re in a great conference
and hopefully we’ll be back next
year.”
Saying goodbye
Before the team can improve,
GW must overcome its biggest
tures of Creek and senior Isaiah
Armwood.
All of the expectations and optimism for next season wouldn't
be possible without this historic
season or the contributions of
GW’s veteran leaders, now two
program history.
Armwood’s bolt from Villanothat Lonergan and the Colonials
could attract high-level transfers.
His presence changed the culture
of the program, Lonergan said,
and his work ethic helped serve as
a model for younger teammates
like sophomore Kevin Larsen, the
A-10’s Most Improved Player.
Creek’s remarkable comeback
story helped propel GW into the

spotlight this season, becoming
the national face of the team. His
reemergence as a prominent basketball player garnered media
unheard of in recent years.
“I think GW was great for
Maurice Creek and Maurice Creek
was great for our school and our
basketball program, and that's
what it’s all about,” Lonergan
said.
A new wave of recruits
This time last year, several
players wanted no part of GW
basketball. Then-veteran leaders
Lasan Kromah and David Pellom
raced to the door, seeking playing
time on more brand-name teams
spectively.
Lonergan’s

biggest

recruit

his commitment to join what he
thought was a better program at
Kansas State. That left Lonergan
with a small and relatively weak
recruiting class.
But as the team racked up
wins this year, recruits started to
roll in. Lonergan could label GW
as a competitive basketball program, getting plenty of exposure
on national television and selling
out the Smith Center.
That attention paid major dividends, in the form of four threeWorcester Academy (Mass.), Anthony Swan from Princeton Day
Academy (Va.), Japanese-born
Yuta Watanabe and Paul Jorgensen from Don Bosco (N.J.).
Jorgensen, a 6-foot-3 guard
with superb ball-handling skills,
watched the Colonials’ run to the

NCAA Tournament with proud
basketball fans in his high school
hallways didn't know much about
GW.
“I know at Don Bosco, there
were not too many kids that knew
about George Washington before,
they beat Manhattan in the northpeople in New York really started
getting aware of GW, especially
now that they went to the tournament,” Jorgensen said.
The Sophomore core four
Last season, the “Freshman
Four” shocked everyone by
starting in an unprecedented 17
games. As a result, their development into conference superstars
surged ahead of schedule.
omores Patricio Garino, Joe
McDonald, Kethan Savage and
amassed game experience as a
unit early and matured quickly.
“That sophomore class is
special,” Armwood said. “That’s
a big, main reason why we’re
here today, because those guys
stepped up from their freshman
year.”
Next year, they will go from
a group of young underclassmen to standout team leaders,
who could make their names
known nationwide with another run late into March.
“In a couple weeks, I’ll
look back. We have a pretty
good recruiting class coming.
I’ll feel good about the future
and what the upperclassmen
did to help us get back,” Lonergan said Friday.

